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TECHNICAL REPORT (Part 1)
Explanation of the work carried out by the participants (max 10.000 characters, including spaces)

The project focuses on autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), complex neurodevelopmental conditions
characterized by impairment of reciprocal social interactions, problems in communication, and a
restricted range of behaviors and interests. The comprehensive evaluation of a large cohort of
patients with ASDs will contribute to the establishment of the Romanian Registry for ASD, and will
offer data for improving the early diagnosis and understanding of ASDs mechanisms.
Phase I activities:
A 1.1. Establishment of inclusion criteria; Patient enrollment; Setting up the control group.
A 1.2. Genetic tests (Array-CGH studies, fragile X studies, sequencing) of patients and control groups
included in the study.
A 1.3. Elaboration of scientific papers / communications.
PP performed A.1.1 and participated in A 1.3
The first step of this project phase was the elaboration of the documents for obtaining the approval
from Ethics Committee of the Clinical Hospital Of Psychiatry "Prof. Dr. Alex. Obregia". Specific
documents, which included informed consent to the patient or his / her legal representative and a
description of the project, were submitted to the Ethics Commission of the Clinical Psychiatric
Hospital "Prof. Dr. Alex. Obregia ". The Ethics Committee approved the project activities.
Subsequently, the enrollment of ASDs patients has started. All children were evaluated as follows:
general clinical examination with special attention for anthropometric parameters and
dysmorphological features, neurological examination, psychiatric and psychological evaluation. We
noted, also, all data related to pregnancy, birth, psychomotor development, association of other
medical conditions, familial history positive for a neuropsychiatric condition (ASD, developmental
delay, intellectual disability, speech delay, hyperkinesia etc.). Specific investigations, such as
biological tests, neuroimaging studies, EEG, ultrasounds, ECG etc., were performed. Inclusion criteria
were represented by DSM V recommendations for ASD, and ADI-R / ADOS score positive for ASD.
Twentysix children with ASD were included in this study in the first year of project: 19 males and 7
females, with age ranging between 20 months and 12 years. This group included one pair of ASDs
siblings, and 11 children with other first and/or second degree relatives with neuropsychiatric
conditions. Regarding the cognitive development, 21 children associated intellectual disability: 12
children mild intellectual disability, 8 patients, moderate intellectual disability, and only one child
presented severe intellectual disability. All children had speech delay. 15 children had different
dysmorphic features, and neurological features were noted in 4 children (epilepsy, ataxia, dyskinesia,
brain malformation). Frequent respiratory infections were presented in 17 patients; one child had
heart malformation and another child, kidney malformation.
Blood samples were taken from 26 patients and their parents.
Project opening conference took place at PP site on October 24th 2019, as detailed in the next
sections of the report.
P1 activities: Sequencing was planned for selected patients, based on their previous clinical
assessment and genomic/fragile X status screening. As the first phase was dedicated mainly to ethics
approvals and set up of protocols for the abovementioned activities in the Romanian institutions, the
selection of patients for sequencing is still at the beginning. The shipping procedures and genetic
analyses algorithm have been discussed between partners.
P2 performed A.1.2 and participated in A 1.3.
The ethics documents were prepared and submitted for approval to the Ethics Committee of Victor
Babes National Institute of Pathology, after approval of the study and informed consent form set up
at the Clinical Psychiatric Hospital "Prof. Dr. Alex. Obregia”. The Ethics Committee of P2 approved the
project activities.

A total of 71 biological samples were received, consisting of peripheral blood from 26 children with
ASDs, and 45 parent samples.
Uniform procedures have been established and applied for biological samples processing and
genomic DNA (gDNA) isolation. gDNA was extracted using PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit
(ThermoFisher Scientific) following the manufacturer protocol with minor changes; the concentration
and quality of gDNA were assessed using a Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher
Scientific).
Array-based comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) was used to evaluate the genomic
imbalances at a genome-wide level. Agilent SurePrint G3 Human CGH Microarray Kit 180K,
containing 170334 distinct CGH oligonucleotide probes with a median spacing of 11 kb (in Refseq
genes) was used for array-CGH, following the manufacturer’s protocol (Agilent Oligonucleotide
Array-Based CGH for Genomic DNA Analysis Enzymatic Labeling for Blood, Cells, or Tissues Protocol,
Version 7.5, June 2016). Commercial Agilent Human Reference DNA was used as sex-matched
reference. In brief, after the enzymatic digestion of 1000 ng gDNA with AluI and RsaI, the reference
DNA samples were labeled with Cy5-dUTP and patient DNA samples with Cy3-dUTP, respectively,
using SureTag DNA Labeling Kit (Agilent Technologies). The labeled test and reference samples were
purified separately using Agilent Purification Columns, then pooled and combined with Cot-1 DNA
(Agilent Technologies), 10× aCGH Blocking Agent and 2×HI-RPM Hybridization Buffer (Agilent
Technologies). The mixture was dispensed to a microarray slide, assembled with an Agilent Gasket
slide in a hybridization chamber and incubated at 67°C for 24 hours at 20 rpm. A two-step posthybridization washing procedure was performed. Agilent SureScan Microarray Scanner System was
used for scanning the slides; data were extracted and analyzed using Agilent Cytogenomic Software
v.5.0.1.6. ADM2 algorithm was used for CNVs calling; the aberration treshold was set at a log2 ratio
value of +/- 0.25 for at least three consecutive probes. CNVs annotation, prioritization and
interpretation was done using public databases: UCSC, DGV, OMIM, DECIPHER, ClinVar and the
scientific literature. The CNVs were classified according to the American College of Medical Genetics
scoring guidelines (2015) in one of the following categories: pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variant of
undetermined significance (VOUS), benign and likely benign.
Eight patents were investigated by array-CGH in phase I, and their respective genomic profiles were
generated. Fiftynine CNVs, with a median of 7.5 per patient, were detected in our preliminary group.
Fragile X testing of the male patients included in the study has been started with methylation
specific multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MS-MLPA); a triplet primed PCR method,
as an alternative method of analysis of FMR1 gene defects associated with fragile X syndrome, is
envisaged to start in the second phase of the project. The detection of aberrant methylation in
promotor sequences due to the trinucleotide repeat expansion in exons 1 of FMR1 and AFF2 genes,
as well as detection of the deletions/duplications in the aforementioned genes, was carried out using
the SALSA ME029-B3 FMR1/AFF2 probemix (MRC-Holland). The kit contains 45 MS-MLPA probes
with amplification products between 129 and 472 nucleotides (nt). Each MS-MLPA reaction
generates two products: one gives information about copy number variations on FMR1/AFF2 genes
and the other gives information about FMR1/AFF2 methylation status. In order to optimize the
working protocol and set up the standard conditions for MS-MLPA testing of male ASD patients, the
starting amount of gDNA from patients and references used for first experiment was 100 ng
peripheral blood gDNA. Five patient DNA samples, 3 reference DNA samples, one positive control
(full mutation) and one negative (no DNA) control were diluted with Tris/EDTA (TE) to 5 μL and then
denaturated for 5 minutes at 98°C. After addition of SALSA Probe-mix ME029 and MLPA buffer,
samples were heated at 95°C for 1 minute and then incubated overnight for 16 hours at 60°C. After
hybridization, samples were equally split into two aliquots, one that underwent ligation only, the
other underwent ligation followed by enzymatic digestion with HhaI (a restriction enzyme
recognizing only unmethylated DNA) and PCR amplification using universal primers. Briefly, 12.5 μl
deionized formamide were combined with 0.6 μl GeneScan-600Liz TM and 0.75 μl PCR product in a

96 well PCR plate. Before loading on the Genetic Analyzer, the samples were denaturated for 3
minutes at 94°C in a heat block. PCR products were separated and quantified by capillary
electrophoresis with fluorescent detection technique and GeneScan-600 LIZ TM, used as a size
standard marker.
The raw data were evaluated with 3500 Series Software 2 (Applied Biosystems, USA); Coffalyser
software will be dedicated to data analysis (MRC-Holland, Amsterdam, Holland). The MLPA technique
optimization is ongoing.

Overview of the progress of work towards the objectives of the project, including milestones and deliverables
identified in the project contract. The report must include explanations justifying the differences between the
work expected to be carried out in accordance with the project contract and that actually carried out. (max
10.000 characters, including spaces)

Our project aims to: improve early recognition and clinical diagnosis of ASD; develop and implement
a comprehensive protocol for genetic testing and biomedical imaging; devise recommendations for
patient-centered intervention plan; provide research-based knowledge for development of
social/school/professional integration programs, and ultimately initiate the establishment the
Romanian National Registry for ASDs.
The project key targets are:
- optimized protocol for clinical evaluation of ASDs patients;
- imagistic protocol for brain MRI of ASDs patients;
- genetic testing algorithm for ASD patients;
- project database integrating patient clinical and genetic data for the initiation of the Romanian
National Registry for ASDs;
- establishment of communication channels and dissemination of results towards patient
associations and other suitable stakeholders, general public, healthcare authorities.
The project began at the end of July 2019. Since that time the partners have been in contact,
exchanging material and expertise, and beginning to work on achieving the objectives of the project.
The project is progressing as planned towards achieving the planned milestones with ethical
approvals obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Romanian institutions. PP established the
inclusion criteria and the clinical evaluation protocol, and enroled the first 26 patients with ASD. P1
Sequencing activity is on schedule, according to the project Gantt diagram; the selection of patients
for sequencing is ongoing, and we are currently exploring the best and cheapest method for
sequencing. We expect to start the sequencing efforts by project month 24. P2 set up standard
working protocols, started the screening of genomic imbalances by array-CGH (8 ASD patients
samples) and the optimization of fragile X testing by MS-MLPA (5 male ASD patients samples).
The deliverables of this first phase are:
- the personal file for each patient – this file includes data about pregnancy, birth, psychomotor
development, association of other medical conditions, familial history positive for a neuropsychiatric
condition (ASD, developmental delay, intellectual disability, speech delay, hyperkinesia etc.),
vaccinations, general clinical examination, anthropometric parameters, dysmorphological features,
neurological examination, psychiatric and psychological evaluation, the results of specific
investigations (neuroimaging studies – computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging,
electroencephalographyic studies, blood tests, ultrasounds etc.);
- a database of the patients – with recorded patient data;
- set of inclusion criteria for control group - for control children group, we initiated discussions with
doctors from pediatrics department in order to include in the study children without
neuropsychiatric conditions, matched for age with the patient group;
- biological samples collection with blood samples for genetic tests taken from 26 children and their
parents;
- data for FMR1 and AFF2 genes status evaluated by MS-MLPA;

- genomic profiles obtained by chromosomal microarray.
In conclusion, the work packages and tasks are progressing well according with the project plan.
Future activities
In the next year we will continue the enrolment of the patients and the genetic testing, followed by
correlations between the clinical features and the genetic variants detected, analysis of the affected
genes and pathways. High resolution magnetic resonance studies (3 Tesla MRI) are a part of work
package 1, with a timeline from project month 1 to 30, and will be started in the second phase of the
project. The patients will be referred to a bioimaging medical institution (public or private) by PP,
through subcontracting.
Each objective will be continued, as outlined in the project.

Details on the exploitation and dissemination of the results and of the activities(max 3.000 characters,
including spaces)

Dissemination activities have started, the teams attending to several scientific conferences. A
number of communications related to the project have been made and two scientific papers have
been published (see list of indicators).
Also, the Project Opening Conference took place as was planned, in Bucharest, October 2019, with
participation of different categories of persons involved in this pathology: doctors, psychologists,
scientists, parents, journalists. The project attracted a lot of interest from local general and medical
media; information about our project was presented in various online journals such as “Viata
Medicala”, RoHealthView, DCMedical, Agerpres etc. Thus, information regarding the project has also
outreached to the general public.
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